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Hiring High Performing Talent,
by Art Betancourt and Adam Klug
The cost of a bad hire can be as much as ﬁ een mes their base salary, while the value of a good hire can
be up to three hundred mes their base salary! It is easy to see how one bad hire can threaten the success
of an agency on many levels, including the impact on culture and your bo om line. The risk of hiring a
poor ﬁt because you are out of me, pa ence and budget in your recrui ng eﬀorts is high. However, the
risk of wai ng for the right employee is worth taking especially when you are hiring your next Producer!
If you've ever been to a Disney resort or theme park, then you know that the level of service Disney's staﬀ
of "Cast Members" is unmatched. No detail is beneath their a en on; their en re focus is on ensuring

your family has the best possible experience during your stay.
What you may not realize is how incredibly diﬃcult it is to land a spot on Disney's team. For instance, on a
recent visit to Disney World, by our founder Art Betancourt, his family was delighted by a par cular
waitress at the Rose and Crown Pub. When asked how she came all the way from England to this table,
she told stated that she was one of the 40 hand-picked out of a pool of 6,000 applicants. This meant that
for this posi on to join the cast, only 0.007% of applicants made the cut.
While most agencies may not have the luxury of being as selec ve in their hiring decisions, you must
admit Disney is on to something. Their success aligns with signiﬁcant research on talent sourcing and
development as well as the best prac ces in ﬁnding, selec ng, and growing talent.
So, what can your agency learn from Disney regarding hiring and retaining top talent in the industry?
BUILD A BIGGER POOL
One of the key takeaways from Disney's approach is in the numbers. Remember, out of 6,000 applicants,
the waitress who was hired represented less than a tenth of a percent chosen to join the cast. When you
are dealing with a candidate pool that large, you are much more likely to ﬁnd the types of candidates you
are looking for.
Disney creates irresis ble job opportuni es and puts them in front of prospects on a global level. To
expand our candidate pool, we must be willing to consider candidates outside of self-imposed industry
and geographic boundaries. We also must change the way we search for and engage prospec ve
employees.
There are two types of candidates: ac ve candidates, who are looking for a new job, and passive
candidates, who are not. Accordingly, employers can ac vely seek out new employees, or they can
passively post openings on job boards and hope for responses from interested candidates.
In our experience, an ac ve search for both passive and ac ve candidates nets the best results, but
conduc ng ac ve searches takes me, pa ence, and a thorough understanding of what is needed to
succeed in the posi on.
We are o en asked the ques on: Where can I ﬁnd great talent. The answer is that it is all around you. To
take on this challenge, consider building a comprehensive job proﬁle. For example, if you need a Producer,
build a job proﬁle that lists other tles Producer may be described as in a resume or online proﬁle. Titles
will vary by agency type and size or will be especially diverse if you are looking for talent outside of the
industry. Deﬁning key search factors and the ways they are listed in candidate proﬁles will help build a
bigger pool. Factors to consider include:
Posi on: roles and educa on
Industry: employers and clients
Network: membership in groups, clubs, associa ons, and organiza ons
Geography: candidate's need to commute or relocate
IMPROVE THE INTERVIEW
Disney knows that structured interviews are twice as likely to uncover high performers. Se ng up a
structured process means each candidate has the same experience and is evaluated by the same criteria.
This helps to maintain eﬃciency, consistency, and compliance.
Develop a Candidate Scorecard deﬁning how a candidate meets needs on a 'Perfect Match,' 'Match,' and
'No Match' basis. Begin by deﬁning success for the role (performance-based hiring). Then, iden fy the
tools, talent, and personality a candidate needs to be successful. This will make it easier for you and your
team to compare candidates.

When interviewing, consider using the "A-Method Approach." Our team has facilitated tens of thousands
of interviews using this method and have found it to be tremendously eﬀec ve. Here's a simpliﬁed
version of how it works:
Ask candidates to chronologically walk through each posi on they have held, star ng with college
experience, being sure to include responsibili es, accomplishments, and reason(s) for leaving previous
posi ons. As the candidate talks, direct speciﬁc ques ons that relate to the Candidate Scorecard. Simple
follow-up ques ons can also reveal a candidate's approach and orienta on to the posi on. Do not be
afraid of pressing candidates: it may provide insights into how they deal with less hypothe cal pressures
in day-to-day business.
COMMIT TO THE PROCESS
Don't se le for second-best. Disney is wildly successful because it a racts and demands the best people
for every posi on, every me. There are no B-level Cast Members in their show. This philosophy is their
secret to team-building and organiza onal growth.
This content was wri en and shared by guests Art Betancourt and Adam Klug.
Art Betancourt is the Principal and Founder of AEBetancourt.
Adam Klug a Senior Consultant at AEBetancourt.
The team at AEBetancourt has more than a decade of experience working with and ﬁnding high
performing talent at all levels for hundreds of agencies in the United States and Canada. AEBetancourt
knows talent, and knows our business.
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Pandemic/Isola on Factors
When dealt a hand of cards, the goal is to play them as best you can. In other words, be construc ve. The
COVID-19 virus has given agents a wonderful opportunity to rethink insurance in general and their
opera ons speciﬁcally. I'm going to start with a brief synopsis of what insurance is designed to protect.
Many writers have wri en that the pandemic is a Black Swan event (a few crea ve writers have stretched
for more exo c animals, but a Black Swan is more applicable to insurance). Black Swan events were
brought to the ﬁnancial world's a en on through Nassim Taleb's book, The Black Swan, that gained
considerable popularity for its seemingly prescient predic on of the Credit Crisis. Mr. Taleb considers how
luck, uncertainty, randomness, and risk all coincide and how, as the sub tle suggests, The Impact of the
Highly Improbable, can be managed.
The pandemic was absolutely expected by the scien ﬁc community if not by regular ci zens and
poli cians. I think one might conclude insurance carriers expected it too because of the exclusions they
built into their policies. Insurance is designed for Black Swan events, but in many ways carriers, agents,
and the public have lost this perspec ve. Insurance is designed to restore the policyholder to the ﬁnancial
status (a balance sheet posi on) they enjoyed immediately prior to the unexpected loss. Insurance would
not be aﬀordable if the losses were expected. Those are maintenance policies.
Moreover, insurance would not be aﬀordable if the events were unexpected but occurred frequently. A
really good example of how insurance companies have lost track of this point is in my home state of

Colorado. For some reason, insurance company a er insurance company has opened up in this state for
property without realizing that hail happens all the me in all of the major popula on centers. Hail should
be expected to impact a large number of proper es on a fairly regular basis, if on an irregular schedule.
A good play to make with poor cards is to simply rethink and go back to the basics of what insurance is
designed to do. Then, build your agency and value proposi on to clients from there. Insurance is a
fantas c tool for reinsta ng a person's wealth to its posi on immediately prior to a highly unexpected and
rela vely rare event. While auto crashes occur all the me, auto crashes per capita are rela vely rare, and,
outside of fraud, always unexpected.
E&O claims o en occur because agents fail to address unexpected and rare events. Business income
coverage is a great example in this environment. Claims are virtually always unexpected and rela vely one
of the rarer insurance claims. Insureds are, therefore, less likely to recognize this exposure as an important
insurance coverage. Agents are less likely to recognize it too (ignoring for the moment most agents' lack of
adequate understanding of this coverage). If both par es fail to recognize its importance, the odds of an
insured having adequate coverage if an unexpected business income claim occurs is low.
I read a quote from a business owner who had their pandemic related business income claim denied. He
said something to the eﬀect of, "But that is what I thought insurance was for! That is what I thought I’d
bought." I don't know anything about that par cular claim but my guess is that he never read his policy
and maybe even if he did read it, he did not understand the need for pandemic business income coverage
and there is no reason to expect he should have.
Humans have an incredibly diﬃcult me understanding the unknown. Humans do not have a great ability
to appreciate the importance of Black Swan events (I encourage you to read Mr. Tableb's book The Black
Swan and also his book on fragility, An fragile: Things That Gain From Disorder ). Yet insurance is designed
for Black Swan events. Arguably insurance is designed for larger probability events than Black Swan events
but s ll at the tail end of the normal curve. This is why actuaries are employed. This is also why claim
stories are so much fun and fascina ng and o en earn the sobriquet of, "You can't make this stuﬀ up!"
You can't make up the claims stories because they are rare and unexpected.
This re-established insurance founda on provides the cornerstone for helping manage the agency,
remotely or otherwise, helping clients, and naviga ng insurance distribu on going forward. There are two
classes of insurance agents -- "order-takers" and "professionals." Agents who are order-takers work from
the assump on or presump on that the insured knows what rare and unexpected claims they want
insurance to protect. The insured orders these coverages and the agents obtain those coverages to the
best of their ability. It's pre y simple except that most insureds have a limited knowledge of what the
unexpected events are for which they are likely to need coverage, and in my experience, most ordertaking agents are even less knowledgeable. The blind leading the blind is a great combina on for eventual
disputes, unhappy clients, and E&O claims.
Going forward then, managing the agency should perhaps start with deciding whether your agency will be
an order-taker or a professional agency. Once you make this decision, you can then best determine how to
manage your agency and help your clients. Since, as an order-taker, you will not be making thorough
coverage recommenda ons, if any recommenda ons at all, the key is going to be speed and low cost.
These are the beneﬁts you will thrive upon because these are the beneﬁts best appreciated by this class of
customers. You will want to hire people focused on speed and eﬃciency. You will want to invest in
technology that emphasizes speed and low cost. Going forward, the en re agency must be focused on
speed and low cost.

This may mean online quo ng systems. It may also mean hiring employees who can process emails, calls,
paper, etc. at a fast pace, but are not skilled in insurance coverages. The technology used is diﬀerent from
the technology of professional agencies because coverage analysis, in mate mee ngs with clients, "close"
work in other words, is unnecessary in the order-taker environment. Employees who ﬁt the order taker
environment will have a diﬀerent personality than those who focus on coverages. Hiring speciﬁc to your
model is vital.
From an E&O perspec ve, the historic middle ground is being eliminated due to the pandemic. The lines
are being drawn more clearly than ever. Agents need to choose to operate as one type of agency or the
other because the middle ground has become a dangerous trap. The best way to play this hand of cards is
to fold on the strategy of following the middle ground.
The professional agent will focus on hiring people who have excellent communica on skills, great
insurance technical knowledge, and cri cal thinking skills. These three skills are mandatory for "close"
client work at the professional level. These people will educate clients on their exposures. Exposures are
common and iden ﬁed. The ques on is whether, once a client understands their exposures, they want to
buy insurance for the unlikely event that an accident (unexpected) occurs rela ve to that exposure. The
educa on required for this kind of service is challenging and not everyone has the skills or pa ence to
achieve it.
The technology required for a professional agency is diﬀerent from order-taking agencies because quality
Zoom like mee ngs will be far more important. The agencies will probably want to train their people on
Zoom backgrounds, voice delays, and other improvement protocols and will likely ﬁnd ways to meet in
person with clients when possible. These agencies will, more than ever, focus heavily on insurance
technical training.
No universal answer exists to this paradigm change other than deciding which kind of agency you will be
going forward. Just like a hand of cards -- other than the fact that every hand needs to be played -- no
universal answer exists. Be construc ve and decide who you will be going forward. Decisions become
much, much easier when you know your point of origina on.
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Professional independent agencies
had be er explain their value...
Or else be er marketers will convince consumers they are more ethical than you. A recent story caught
my a en on and ire. The story was a press release from an Insurtech start-up. What ﬁrst caught my eye
was how the start-up measured success in coverage placed, i.e., total policy limits rather than premiums
or commissions, to make themselves look successful. For people who don't know the diﬀerence, it was
impressive that a 12-person start-up agency could place $2 billion in coverage in four years! The average
12-person agency only has $1.2 to $1.6 million in revenue. This Insurtech is outperforming the average
agency by 1,430 mes!
$2 billion in coverage at $1 million in liability only, is just 2,000 policies. Assuming there is some auto and
comp and whatever else in there, let's say 1.5 policies per customer, that is only 1,333 customers or in
other words they basically wrote one account per day over four years. Those kinds of policies average
around $500 commission each which may be generous but I'll use that ﬁgure. That amounts to $667,000
in revenue. Divide that by 12 people and the result is $55,000 revenue per person.

Insurtech is supposed to be about scale. The deﬁni on of scale, in all directness, is doing more with fewer
people. Scale is nothing else. $55,000 in revenue per person is not scale.
What next caught my a en on was their statement that the tradi onal insurance model incen vizes
agents to sell customers policies they don't need or contain inﬂated coverage limits. I'd really like to see
solid proof that this regularly occurs. I don't know the cap ve agent world well so maybe it happens there,
but I doubt it. I know the independent agency world extremely well and I have rarely seen this happen.
The system actually works the opposite of their statement. In the tradi onal agency model, for many
complex and intertwined reasons, agents actually have more incen ve to sell clients less coverage than
they need even though they are threatened with E&O suits for doing so! I have seen a large number of
agents sued for not selling adequate limits or the right coverages. In the COVID-19 world, has anyone seen
an agent sued for selling too much Business Income?
For 25 years I have been cajoling, arguing, demanding, yelling and screaming at agents to use coverage
checklists, and yet agents are no more likely to use coverage checklists today than 25 years ago (I'm a
failure!). It has been proven over and over in E&O studies that using coverage checklists to ensure clients
are oﬀered adequate coverages is the best solu on for both clients and agents!
I have only seen one suit brought in the independent agency world for selling too much insurance and the
suit was aimed at the carrier because it was the carrier's prac ces, not the agencies' prac ces, that
allegedly resulted in excessive and unnecessary limits. I've never even heard of an agent being sued for
selling clients too much insurance.
This Insurtech advised that their model works because they make up the diﬀerence with ﬁnance fees.
Their story sounds great to a large propor on of consumers. Consumers do not know how much insurance
they need because no agent has ever educated them on how much insurance they need. I teach a lot of
insurance classes and have conducted a lot of E&O audits; few people ever discuss the importance of drop
down UM coverage on an umbrella policy (in fact many agents and CSRs don't even talk about the
importance of an umbrella policy). Selling unnecessary coverage is really, I mean really, really hard when
most agents do not even oﬀer necessary coverage. I was with a re red family member who had paid oﬀ
his mortgage and wanted to drop his homeowners’ insurance. I explained he would lose his liability
coverage. This is an extremely smart person and yet not one single agent in 40 years had ever explained
the importance of liability coverage to him!
Professional agents will lose if they don't educate their clients as to why they need more coverage. They
will lose to agents who actually advise those same clients, who do not have enough insurance, that their
incumbent agent has actually sold them too much coverage! Pay for what you need they say, but the
consumer has no idea what they need!
A huge propor on of producers exacerbate this problem when their client asks, "How much liability
should I purchase?" The producer frequently answers, "As much as you can aﬀord." What is the diﬀerence
between this "professional" advice and Insurtechs' adver sing, "Buy as much as you can aﬀord." It's the
same advice! The correct response is to help your customer ﬁgure out what they can aﬀord to lose and
then recommend that they buy an appropriate limit.
The Insurtech's press release ar culates so much of what I see as wrong and unfair in this industry. Yet,
the failure of agents to educate their clients, oﬀer the right coverages and their own lack of knowledge
about coverages has opened the door wide for this kind of upside down and sideways marke ng pitch to
actually make sense to consumers. A low down payment with signiﬁcant ﬁnance fees has been a
successful business model for a long, long me.

One other possibly dubious claim is that insureds will s ll save 35% because carriers are willing to reduce
their price because the Insurtech agent is so eﬃcient. This claim may be true in some instances because
reducing acquisi on cost is a huge goal for carriers today. However, a 35% savings? Let's do the math on
this:
The industry average loss ra o has been 61% over the last ﬁve years. The average proﬁt margin is around
10% including investment income. Independent agents are paid an average of around 13% including
comp. So, no ma er what an agent does, the most carriers can save is 13% by elimina ng agency
compensa on. An argument may exist rela ve to some addi onal savings rela ve to fric onal costs but
not enough. The carriers' average total expense ra o is around 28% excluding LAE. If I remove the
commission of 13%, that only leaves 15%. A 35% reduc on in expenses is impossible.
Addi onally, using a 61% loss ra o and if the rate is 35% less, the loss ra o would be 96%, all else being
equal. Even if all commissions are eliminated, the loss ra o is s ll 83%. An 83% loss ra o is not
sustainable.
Now, maybe the quoted 35% savings is meant to mirror other disingenuous price saving adver sing such
as, "The average customer who switched saved $350!" That is an en rely pointless, but quite eﬀec ve
ploy. Let's say 1,000 people shopped that carrier's site and 990 stayed with their exis ng carrier. The
remaining ten saved an average of $350. The people who did not switch may have saved an average of
$350 by not switching so they did not switch! Only coun ng one side of a ledger is illegal in ﬁnance and
perhaps adver sing rules should be revised along the same lines. Either way, adver sing that carriers are
oﬀering lower rates when it is just a math gimmick is mixing and matching in a manner that is highly
ques onable.
A true 35% savings from the same carrier requires special ﬁlings by that carrier or the use of a special
purpose PUP company with previously ﬁled deviated rates. That is an awful lot of work for a start-up
agency that has so li le commission they announce sales in total policy limits.
As has been scarily evident throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, journalists may be journalists because
they seem incompetent at math. Always check the math on stories like this one. More importantly, sell the
right coverages, educate your clients on how much coverage they actually need, and show them you
won't sell coverages they do not need. Don't let ﬁrms like this Insurtech beat you.
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What is Business Income coverage?
Business Income (BI) coverage is not like other insurance coverages for many reasons. One of these
reasons is producers do a poor job selling BI to clients, much less selling it correctly. I make this statement
based upon my E&O audits and ﬁle reviews. Producers do not understand the coverage or how to deal
with the worksheets, so they skip it out of fear of losing the en re account.
BI is diﬀerent in that it provides coverage for intangibles -- it covers an income stream versus a building.
Most producers can relate to buildings, to workers' compensa on, to tangible factors. Income streams are
for ﬁnance majors and valua on experts and private equity. Yet, an income stream is almost always more
important to protect than a building.
BI is a forward coverage versus a backward coverage. In other words, BI pays for what would have been
earned in the future rather than the past or even what the replacement cost was on the day of the loss.

Not only is it intangible, but it is an es mate or a predic on of the future making the coverage even more
diﬃcult to quan fy.
Wri ng BI well requires, honestly it does, some accoun ng knowledge. Most other coverages and
insurance forms do not require knowledge of accoun ng. This is a problem for producers because the vast
majority of producers have never taken an accoun ng class, much less a quality ﬁnance class. BI is an
accoun ng and ﬁnance coverage.
Producers ﬁnd BI diﬃcult to grasp because it is so complex and intangible. I o en argue that all insurance
forms are complex when done well, but BI is especially complex. Furthermore, is hard for all involved to
design the right coverage angles well.
There is no such thing as a "best BI form". One of the stupidest ques ons I have ever heard a producer ask
is, "What is the best BI form?" Sure, all clients' needs and situa ons and claim events are always iden cal,
right? Even if the en re world had only one BI form, how that form is applied to diﬀerent clients would
vary signiﬁcantly because the best form and applica on of that form, is the one that ﬁts a speciﬁc client's
needs. The right form is really the equivalent of the right advice and the right advice will be based on any
given client’s speciﬁc situa on.
BI's complexity means producers must work to understand the diﬀerent forms and the applica ons of
those forms, along with understanding diﬀerent types of businesses' exposures. To me, one of the most
intriguing and interes ng aspects of insurance is how diﬀerent businesses have such dis nct BI needs and
exposures. I am fascinated by how income streams change in varying scenarios for diﬀerent kinds of
businesses. A good producer who works hard to understand these forms and applica ons could probably
make a living just by focusing on BI.
BI coverage does not cover every BI exposure. A property policy more or less, excluding DIC situa ons,
covers a building. A BI policy may exclude major BI exposures. This is especially true within the cyber
liability context, but it is also true for many common kinds of claims. Yet, coverage is usually available for
these exclusions if a producer will, again, work hard to ﬁnd such coverage. Lloyds markets are usually good
places to begin the search.
Never, ever, forget to ﬁnd con ngent BI coverage.
BI is quite a diﬀerent coverage for an unusual reason. Insurance was ini ally invented to protect banks.
Banks wanted their borrowers to buy insurance so if the building burned down, the insurance company
would pay oﬀ the loan. In a sense, it was a way of cost shi ing. Most property insurance s ll works that
way to varying degrees, excluding government mandates for workers' compensa on. BI is a form of
insurance that it is designed to protect the business owner, not the bank.
BI is con nuously ranked by CFO's and CEO's as one of the most important coverages their businesses
need. Businesses want proper BI coverage. Yet, 90% of producers do a poor job designing BI coverages,
and the coverage needs to be designed, for each speciﬁc client. If every producer does a poor job ﬁnding
BI coverages, the clients don't have a choice but to choose between dumb and dumber. When that 10th
producer calls and shows them what they truly want to see, quality BI, which is always one of their top
three most desired coverages, accounts move.
What is a secret to sales success? Give the customer what they want.
If you want to learn BI, in depth, you may want to consider our incredibly in-depth BI educa on program.
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Another reason E&O Audits are good for your agency
Reason #465: If something goes wrong, i.e., an E&O claim occurs, and deposi ons/tes mony is required,
what will you and your staﬀ say? Understand this: if you are a deposi on/tes mony virgin, the opposing
council's job is to make you contradict yourself, make you look bad, make you stumble and deﬁnitely make
you suﬀer.
Their job is to cause you to ques on why you are even worthy of an insurance license. Their job is not to
ﬁnd the truth. Discovering or developing the real history and solu on has absolutely nothing whatsoever
to do with the proceedings. No one really usually cares an iota about construc ve development. Some
a orneys may even abhor construc ve development of the case because it will cause them to charge
fewer hours. Finding construc on simply is not always, If ever, their goal at this stage.
If you are not a masochist, you probably want to avoid these horrible experiences where maybe the only
posi ve later is, "Whatever does not kill you, makes your stronger so I must now be stronger."
Meanwhile, these situa ons almost inevitably lead to loss of sleep, agita on, extreme anxiety, loss of
conﬁdence, and an inability to concentrate on other tasks to name a few side eﬀects.
An E&O audit may not be fun or even cheap. An E&O audit is far, far easier than a deposi on though and
far be er than a trial. And an audit is considerably less expensive in me and resources.
Another beneﬁt is this: If you are making mistakes or being inconsistent, the safety of an audit
environment is far be er than a legal environment. E&O auditors (unless the situa on is extremely
extreme and maybe fraud is suspected on the agency's part) are generally on the agency's side. They are
trying to help the agency discover its own weakness which is materially be er than a plain ﬀ’s a orney
helping discover those same weaknesses. If a weakness is to be iden ﬁed, do you want someone that is
there to help you or someone there to hurt you? Think of it this way: Do you want a doctor helping
discover your illness and help you remedy yourself or do you want a trial a orney a acking you for your
illness?
The illness is present either way. You may live with it a long me without suﬀering ill eﬀects or catastrophe
may strike overnight. If you think you will never be sued, buy lo ery ckets too because if you are that
lucky, you will probably win at least a small fortune playing scratch ckets. Otherwise, seriously consider
having an E&O audit.
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Chris Burand is president and owner of Burand & Associates, LLC, a management consul ng ﬁrm that has
been specializing in the property/casualty insurance industry since 1992. Burand is recognized as a leading
consultant for agency valua ons, helping agents increase proﬁts and reduce the cost of sales. His services
include: agency valua ons/due diligence, producer compensa on plans, expert witness services, E&O
carrier approved E&O procedure reviews, and agency opera on enhancement reviews. He also provides
the acclaimed Con ngency Contract Analysis® Service and has the largest database and knowledge of
con ngency contracts in the insurance industry.
Burand has more than 30 years' experience in the insurance industry. He is a featured speaker across the
con nent at more than 300 conven ons and educa onal programs. He has wri en for numerous industry
publica ons including Insurance Journal, American Agent & Broker, and Na onal Underwriter. He also
publishes Burand's Insurance Agency Adviser for independent insurance agents.
Burand is a member of the Ins tute of Business Appraisers and NACVA, a department head for the
Independent Insurance Agents and Brokers of America's Virtual University, an instructor for Insurance
Journal's Academy of Insurance, and a volunteer counselor for the Small Business Administra on's SCORE
program. Chris Burand is also a Cer ﬁed Business Appraiser and cer ﬁed E&O Auditor.
NOTE: The informa on provided in this newsle er is intended for educa onal and informa onal purposes
only and it represents only the views of the authors. It is not a recommenda on that a par cular course of
ac on be followed. Burand & Associates, LLC and Chris Burand assume, and will have, no responsibility for
liability or damage which may result from the use of any of this informa on.
Burand & Associates, LLC is an advocate of agencies which construc vely manage and improve their
con ngency contracts by learning how to nego ate and use their con ngency contracts more eﬀec vely.
We maintain that agents can achieve considerably be er results without ever taking ac ons that are
detrimental or disadvantageous to the insureds. We have never and would not ever recommend an agent
or agency implement a policy or otherwise advocate increasing its con ngency income ahead of the
insureds' interests.
A complete understanding of the subjects covered in this newsle er may require broader and addi onal
knowledge beyond the informa on presented. None of the materials in this newsle er should be
construed as oﬀering legal advice, and the speciﬁc advice of legal counsel is recommended before ac ng
on any ma er discussed in this newsle er. Regulated individuals/en es should also ensure that they
comply with all applicable laws, rules, and regula ons.
If you wish to be removed from this mailing, please e-mail AgencyAdviser@burand-associates.com.
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